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Abstract: In the future, automated cars may feature external human–machine interfaces (eHMIs) to

communicate relevant information to other road users. However, it is currently unknown where

on the car the eHMI should be placed. In this study, 61 participants each viewed 36 animations

of cars with eHMIs on either the roof, windscreen, grill, above the wheels, or a projection on the

road. The eHMI showed ‘Waiting’ combined with a walking symbol 1.2 s before the car started to

slow down, or ‘Driving’ while the car continued driving. Participants had to press and hold the

spacebar when they felt it safe to cross. Results showed that, averaged over the period when the car

approached and slowed down, the roof, windscreen, and grill eHMIs yielded the best performance

(i.e., the highest spacebar press time). The projection and wheels eHMIs scored relatively poorly,

yet still better than no eHMI. The wheels eHMI received a relatively high percentage of spacebar

presses when the car appeared from a corner, a situation in which the roof, windscreen, and grill

eHMIs were out of view. Eye-tracking analyses showed that the projection yielded dispersed eye

movements, as participants scanned back and forth between the projection and the car. It is concluded

that eHMIs should be presented on multiple sides of the car. A projection on the road is visually

effortful for pedestrians, as it causes them to divide their attention between the projection and the

car itself.

Keywords: eHMI; eye-tracking; attention distribution; road safety; automated driving; driverless

vehicles

1. Introduction

In recent years, a substantial number of studies have emerged on external human–machine

interfaces (eHMIs) for automated cars. In automated driving, non-verbal communication between

the driver and other road users is often impossible, because the driver is not physically present in the

driver seat, or because the driver is engaged in a non-driving task. One reason for employing eHMIs

would be to substitute the lack of eye-contact and other types of non-verbal communication. A second

reason for using eHMIs is to transmit information about the future state of the automated vehicle to

other traffic participants. For example, if the path planning software of the automated driving system

knows that the vehicle will slow down for an upcoming intersection, the eHMI could accordingly

communicate that the vehicle is about to slow down [1]. Thus, eHMIs could communicate information

that is not apparent from implicit ways of communication, for example, from the car’s acceleration

and deceleration.

So far, a number of different eHMIs have been designed. Bazilinskyy et al. [2] provided an

overview of 22 eHMI concepts from industry, whereas Rasouli and Tsotsos [3] and Schieben et al. [4]
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presented a survey of eHMIs that are studied in academic contexts. The eHMIs proposed so far come

in a variety of modalities, for example as text and light strips (e.g., as in [5]), as well as in many

colours (green, red, cyan; [6,7]). Research has found that text-based eHMIs are regarded as easily

understood without learning [1,8], and that text has disadvantages related to legibility from a distance

and cross-national interpretability [2]. A scientific consensus regarding the most efficient modality for

eHMIs has not been reached so far.

A lesser studied question is where on the car the eHMI should be positioned to attain maximum

compliance and decision-making efficiency. A variety of locations for eHMIs have been proposed,

including:

1. The windscreen [9–12]

2. The front/grill of the car [1,12–22]

3. The roof of the car [23–26]

4. Near the wheels [27] (also proposed by Colley et al. [28])

5. A projection on the road [8,9,23,29–33]

The positioning of the eHMI is important because pedestrians (and other road users) visually

sample the road environment in an intermittent matter [34]. The presented information may be critical

to road safety, and should be understood early in time.

From the existing body of literature, an eHMI on the front (grill) or roof of the car seems to be the

most frequently used option. These locations are justifiable because they may easily allow for mounting

a communication device. An eHMI that projects a message on the road or an eHMI that is integrated

with the windscreen are challenging to manufacture. However, these types of eHMIs hold promise

because they can be made larger than regular screen-based eHMIs, enhancing their visibility from a

distance. This notion is supported by a study using self-reports by Ackermann et al. [9]. They showed

that participants found eHMIs that projected its messages on the windscreen or the ground were

regarded as better recognisable than display-based eHMIs. Ackermann et al. [9] pointed out that the

relatively large size of the projections was probably an underlying reason for these effects.

Even though research (e.g., [35]) shows that pedestrians and drivers do not make direct eye

contact very often, an eye-tracking study by Dey et al. [36] showed that pedestrians tend to look

at the windscreen when an approaching car is close by, “likely to seek the intention or information

about the situational awareness of the driver” (p. 375). Accordingly, a windscreen-based eHMI

may be an attractive location for presenting a message. In the same way, Bazilinskyy et al. [37]

found that pedestrians often look at the wheels of parked cars; this provides motivation for using a

wheel-based eHMI.

At present, it is unclear which location of the eHMI results in the best-perceived clarity and

behavioural compliance among pedestrians. This lack of knowledge impedes the standardisation of

eHMI designs. In the present study, we let participants view animated video clips in which automated

vehicles drove with an eHMI at one of the five abovementioned locations. Participants were asked

to hold the spacebar when they felt safe to cross. Consequently, we examined which type of eHMI

resulted in the highest time-percentage of spacebar pressings while the automated vehicle slowed

down for the participant. This is a continuous behavioural measurement method that was introduced

by De Clercq et al. [1]. Additionally, we used eye-tracking to infer which type of eHMI yields the most

concentrated gaze patterns.

A survey of eHMI concepts proposed by the automotive industry indicated that about 50% of the

concepts contained a text message of some kind [2]. Research has also shown that the commanding text

‘Walk’ can be understood without particular training or prior exposure [1,2]. However, the development

of commanding-text eHMIs is technologically challenging, because such design requires that the

automated vehicle knows for which road user the command is meant. Another disadvantage of

commanding texts concerns liability: if an automated vehicle displays ‘Walk’, and a pedestrian walks
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onto the road and collides with a third road user, the manufacturer of the automated vehicle may be

at fault.

It has further been shown that a light-based eHMI can be perceived as ambiguous without

learning [1,8]. For example, it may be unclear whether a green or red light signal applies to the

pedestrian (egocentric perspective) or the automated vehicle (allocentric perspective; [2]).

Our eHMIs consisted of non-commanding text (‘Waiting’ or ‘Driving’) combined with an icon.

The text on the eHMI was white to avoid the above-mentioned red/green dilemma. We opted for a

relatively salient (i.e, large display/projection) and redundant (i.e., text combined with an icon) eHMI

to ensure that participants would have no difficulty understanding what the eHMI message means.

We do not aim to suggest that a text-based eHMI would be the optimal solution in real traffic. However,

because the present study is concerned with examining the effect of eHMI location, we selected an

eHMI design that was shown to be effective in previous research in virtual environments.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The participants were 51 males and 10 females. They were all aged between 19 and 27 years

(M = 23.0, SD = 1.8). The participants were all students of BSc and MSc studies at the faculty of

Mechanical, Maritime and Materials Engineering at the Delft University of Technology, the Netherlands.

About half of the participants were recruited based on opportunity sampling within the faculty building,

whereas the other half participated for course credit. All participants provided written, informed

consent. The research was approved by the TU Delft Human Research Ethics Committee.

2.2. Apparatus

Eye movements were recorded at 2000 Hz using the Eyelink 1000 Plus eye-tracker v5.15

(SR-Research; Ottawa, ON, Canada). Participants were asked to place their head in the head

support during the entire experiment. The stimuli were shown on a 24-inch BENQ monitor (Taipei,

Taiwan) with a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels (531 × 298 mm). The refresh rate of the monitor was set

at 60 Hz. The distance between the monitor and the head support was 95 cm. Accordingly, the monitor

subtended 31 deg and 18 deg horizontal and vertical viewing angles, respectively. The experimental

setup is shown in Figure 1.

 

 

Figure 1. Experimental setup. In the actual experiment, the windows were blinded with aluminium foil.
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2.3. Independent Variable

The independent variable was the eHMI type. Six eHMI conditions were used: Roof, Windscreen,

Grill, Projection, Wheels, and No eHMI. Figure 2 shows a car that combines all five eHMIs. In the

experiment, only one eHMI condition was used at a time. The eHMI could show either ‘Waiting’ or

‘Driving’ (Figure 3). The ‘Driving’ message turned on when the approaching car would not stop for the

pedestrian. The ‘Waiting’ message turned on when the approaching car would stop for the pedestrian.

This study was designed to examine participants’ responses when the car was stopping and

the eHMI showed ‘Waiting’. The responses to the non-stopping vehicles were not analysed herein.

The non-stopping vehicles were included to ensure that participants would not start to expect that

all cars would stop for them. Note that stopping vehicles had a dominant effect on participants’

spacebar-pressing behaviours, whereas no meaningful differences in spacebar-press behaviour between

the eHMI conditions occurred for non-stopping vehicles. For example, when the stopping vehicle

drove off, it became unsafe to cross, and participants released the spacebar. A non-stopping vehicle

that was approaching at that time could not affect spacebar-pressing behaviour because participants

already had the spacebar released. We used white text together with a symbol on a black background

to achieve the highest possible contrast, because colours (e.g., red and green) already have a meaning,

yet this meaning becomes ambiguous when the colour is presented on an approaching vehicle [2].

 

 

Figure 2. Car combining all five external human–machine interfaces (eHMIs). In the experiment, the car

showed only one eHMI at a time. Here, the car has stopped for the pedestrian. The distance between

the centre of the car and the camera (pedestrian) is 7 m longitudinal (i.e., parallel to the direction of the

road) and 4.5 m lateral (i.e., perpendicular to the road). The white markings on the road were intended

to create a pedestrian crossing on the road, without designated priority to the pedestrian.

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. (a) Image presented on the eHMI when the approaching car stopped for the pedestrian,

(b) Image presented on the eHMI when the approaching car did not stop for the pedestrian.
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2.4. Design of the Animated Video Clips

The experiment consisted of 36 non-interactive animated video clips: 6 virtual environments × 6

eHMI conditions. All cars drove at a speed of about 35 km/h unless slowing down for the pedestrian.

The videos were 25 s long and played at 60 frames/s. Three environments were used: a straight road,

a T-junction and an intersection, with two different preprogrammed traffic behaviours per eHMI.

Accordingly, there were six videos per eHMI condition. The lane width was 3.66 m (a standard lane

width, e.g., [38]). The camera perspective was from the eyes of a pedestrian waiting to cross the road at

a crossing with a traffic island. The field of view of the animation was 80 deg, which ensured that a

large part of the environment could be seen (e.g., cars making a right turn, cars driving straight on,

and cars making a left turn). In each video, cars were driving on both lanes. The cars did not contain a

driver or passenger. This was done to resemble future driverless vehicles, which may transport goods

rather than people.

Within a video, all cars featured the same eHMI type. The eHMI could show one of two messages:

If the approaching car passed without slowing down, the eHMI changed from blank to ‘Driving’

(Figure 3, right). If the approaching car did stop for the participant, the eHMI changed from blank to

‘Waiting’ (Figure 3, left). The change of state from blank to ‘Waiting’ occurred when the longitudinal

distance between the center of the car and the pedestrian was 23 m. After 1.2 s, when the longitudinal

distance had reduced to 11 m, the car started to decelerate to a full stop. The car came to a full stop

2.0 s after the eHMI had switched on, at a longitudinal distance of 7 m between the center of the car

and the pedestrian (Figure 2). About 2 s after the car had come to a full stop, the eHMI switched to

blank again. About 1.2 s later, the car drove off and passed the participant. These timing and distance

parameters yielded a scenario in which cars drove by and stopped in rapid succession. The traffic was

not created according to actual traffic data or models of human behaviour.

As stated above, there were six videos per eHMI condition, with each video showing a different

traffic environment. The traffic environments were the same for each eHMI, except for a temporal offset

(up to 10 s) of the starting moments and corresponding ending moments of the video clips. This offset

was included to encourage that participants could not recognise/memorise the behaviour of the cars in

the video. In each of the six traffic-environment videos for a particular eHMI condition, one or two of

the approaching cars stopped and subsequently drove away. In total, across the six traffic-environment

videos per eHMI condition, ten approaching cars stopped for the participant. Details about the video

clips and data exclusions are available in the Supplementary Material (Figures S1–S6).

2.5. Procedure and Task

Participants first read and signed an informed consent form. Next, the eye-tracker was

calibrated. Then, participants performed two 10 s training scenarios. These concerned an empty

straight road, showing a single car without eHMI; this car approached, stopped and drove off.

The participants’ task was to press and hold the spacebar whenever they felt it was safe to cross the

road. Subsequently, the participants viewed the 36 animated video clips in random order. After each

scenario, the participants were asked to rate their perceived clarity with the statement: ‘It was clear

when I could cross’ on a scale from 0 (completely disagree) to 10 (completely agree).

2.6. Dependent Variables

• We calculated the following dependent variables:

• Self-reported clarity on a scale from 0 (completely disagree) to 10 (completely agree).

• Percentage of time that the participant had the spacebar pressed since the moment the eHMI

switched to ‘Waiting’ until 3 s after. A higher percentage indicated a better performance (i.e.,

indicating when it is safe to cross when it is indeed safe to cross).
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• Percentage of time that the participant had the spacebar released since the moment the eHMI

switched off before driving away until 3 s after. Again, a higher percentage indicates better

performance (i.e., indicating that it is not safe to cross when it is indeed unsafe to cross).

• Gaze spread in pixels. We calculated, for each time sample, the distance between the participant’s

x and y gaze coordinates and the mean x and y gaze coordinates of all participants. The gaze

spread is the average distance from the moment the eHMI switched to ‘Waiting’ until 3 s later.

2.7. Statistical Analyses

The effects of eHMI type on the dependent variables were assessed using a repeated-measures

analysis of variance (ANOVA), after averaging the performance scores of the individual vehicle

approaches per participant. Significant differences between conditions were assessed with MATLAB’s

multcompare function, using the Tukey–Kramer critical value.

3. Results

3.1. Self-Reported Clarity

Figure 4 shows the results for self-reported clarity per eHMI condition. There was a significant

difference between the six eHMI conditions, F(5,300)= 114.4, p< 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.66. Pairwise comparisons

showed that Roof, Windscreen, and Grill were not significantly different from each other. The mean

clarity scores between the other combinations differed significantly.

 

 
 
 

 

 

η

 

Figure 4. Mean self-reported clarity rating per participant. An average is taken of the scores of six

scenarios per participant.

3.2. Performance for Approaching Cars

Figure 5 shows the performance scores, averaged for the nine approaches where the car drove

straight on or made a left turn before stopping for the pedestrian. The six eHMI conditions

were significantly different from each other, F(5,300) = 130.1, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.68. Again, Roof,

Windscreen, and Grill were not significantly different from each other, whereas all other combinations

differed significantly.
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η

 

Figure 5. Mean performance score per participant for car approaches. The performance score is defined

as the percentage of time that the spacebar was pressed, from the moment the eHMI turned on until 3 s

later. The average is taken for the nine approaches where the car drove straight on or made a left turn

before stopping for the pedestrian.

Figure 6 illustrates participants’ spacebar pressing behaviour as a function of elapsed time since

the moment of eHMI onset at t = 0 s. It can be seen that initially (between 0 and 0.5 s), the percentage

of participants pressing the spacebar dropped with time, which can be explained by the fact that the

approaching car kept getting closer; hence, it became less safe to cross. The Roof, Windscreen, and Grill

caused participants to press the spacebar at about 0.5 s since the eHMI turned on. The Projection and

especially Wheels triggered a later spacebar-press response, presumably because these eHMIs were

poorly visible from a distance; see Figure 7 for an illustration. Figure 6 also shows that for No eHMI,

participants only started to press the spacebar once they could detect that the car decelerated (the car

decelerated between 1.2 and 2.0 s).

 

   

η

Figure 6. Percentage of participants who pressed the spacebar during car approaches. The average was

taken for the nine approaches where the car drove straight on or made a left turn. t = 0 s: the eHMI

turns on. t = 2 s: the car has come to a stop.
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η

Figure 7. Screenshot of the animation in a straight approach case with the Projection eHMI. The yellow

markers represent the gaze positions of all of the participants. The projection in front of the car is

difficult to discern from a distance.

Figure 8 shows the performance score for one selected approach condition: a case where the

approaching car made a right turn. Again, the difference in performance scores was significant,

F(5,300) = 10.6, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.15. All five eHMIs differed significantly from the No eHMI condition,

and Wheels differed significantly from Roof and Grill. In other words, in straight and left approach

cases, Wheels yielded the lowest performance (Figures 5 and 6), whereas in the right-turn case, Wheels

yielded the highest performance (Figure 8).

 

 

Figure 8. Mean performance score per participant for car approaches where the car made a right turn

before stopping for the pedestrian. The performance score is defined as the percentage of time that the

spacebar was pressed, from the moment the eHMI turned on until 3 s later.
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The high performance for Wheels, and to a lesser extent for Projection, can be explained by the

visibility of the sign in the right-turn case (Figure 9). The Roof, Windscreen, and Grill, however, only

became visible after the car had made the turn.

 

 

Figure 9. Screenshot of the animation in the right-turn approach case with the Wheels eHMI. The yellow

markers represent the gaze positions of the participants.

The results above showed similar results for self-reported clarity and objective performance.

In order to describe the degree of similarity, we averaged the performance scores and clarity scores

for all participants per eHMI. The results, shown in Figure 10, reveal a strong association (r = 0.99).

In other words, in the aggregate, it appears that clarity and performance are both affected by the same

mechanism, which we think is the visibility/readability of the display.

 

  

Figure 10. Overall mean self-reported clarity versus overall mean performance score during car

approaches. The performance score is defined as the percentage of time that the spacebar was pressed,

from the moment the eHMI turns on until 3 s later.
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3.3. Eye-Movements for Approaching Cars

A visual inspection of the participants’ eye movements indicated that these were often goal-directed,

focusing on future interactions. For example, in Figure 11, the majority of participants looked at the

approaching car even before the eHMI had turned on; participants did not necessarily look towards

the nearest or more salient car. Furthermore, we found that participants’ attention distribution was

sometimes dispersed (e.g., when multiple cars were visible) and at other times concentrated (e.g.,

when a relevant car approached the participant, e.g., Figure 9). Herein, we introduce a new measure

to describe the degree of gaze dispersion. We defined dispersion as the mean distance from the

participants’ overall mean gaze coordinate for that particular animated video clip. A dispersion score

of, e.g., 200 pixels, means that participants’ gaze was, on average, 200 pixels away from the mean

fixation gaze position of all participants.

 

 

η

Figure 11. Screenshot of the animation in an intersection scenario. The yellow markers represent the

gaze position of the participants.

The results of the gaze dispersion analysis (Figure 12) show that approaching cars attracted

attention, as evidenced by low dispersion (<150 pixels) for the No eHMI condition while the car was

approaching (0 to 2 s). The Wheels attracted attention, especially just before coming to a stop (from 1

to 2 s). The Projection, on the other hand, resulted in diversified attention, as illustrated in Figure 13.

The Windscreen, on the other hand, yielded in a low gaze dispersion when the car was standing still.

The eye-movement dispersion was significantly different between the six eHMI conditions, F(5,300)

= 31.4, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.34. The Projection yielded a significantly higher dispersion than all five

other conditions. The Wheels yielded a significantly lower dispersion than all conditions, except for

Windscreen. The Windscreen yielded a significantly lower dispersion than Roof and Projection.
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η

 

Figure 12. Eye movement dispersion score during car approaches. The average was taken of the nine

approaches where the car drove straight on or made a left turn. t = 0 s: the eHMI turned on. t = 2 s: the

car has come to a stop.

 

 

η

Figure 13. Screenshot of the animation in a straight approach scenario with the Projection eHMI. The

yellow markers represent the gaze positions of the participants. The Projection results in dispersed

eye gaze, with some participants looking at the eHMI on the asphalt and other participants looking at

the car.

3.4. Performance for Cars Driving off

So far, we examined only the performance of eHMI for approaching cars. Another relevant aspect

of eHMI evaluation is how participants respond after the eHMI switches off before the car drives

away. Figure 14 shows that all eHMIs resulted in improved performance compared to No eHMI;

that is, participants were more likely to release the spacebar before the car drove off. Initially (at

t = 0 s), participants using one of the five eHMIs had the spacebar pressed, because the eHMI displayed

‘Waiting’ until that point. It took about 0.2 for the first participants to release the spacebar after this
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eHMI message disappeared. Participants in the No eHMI condition started to release the spacebar

only after the car drove off (at 1.4 s), see Figure 14.

An analysis of the performance scores (Figure 15) showed a significant difference between the five

eHMI conditions, F(5,300) = 37.4, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.38. The No eHMI condition differed significantly

from the five other eHMI conditions; there were no significant differences between Roof, Windscreen,

Grill, Projection, and Wheels. In other words, participants responded similarly to the eHMI turning off,

regardless of the type of eHMI.

 

 

Figure 14. Eye movement dispersion score while the car was driving off. The average is taken of nine

times driving off. t = 0 s: the eHMI turned off. t = 1.4 s: the car started to accelerate.

 

 

Figure 15. Mean performance score per participant for cases where the car drove off. The performance

score is defined as the percentage of time that the spacebar was released, from the moment the eHMI

turned off until 3 s later. For each participant, the average is taken of nine times driving off.

4. Discussion

In this study, five eHMI locations, together with a baseline No eHMI condition, were compared in

a within-subjects design using a total of 61 participants. The participants viewed animated video clips
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and were asked to press and hold the spacebar when they thought it was safe to cross, while their

eye-movements were recorded using an eye-tracker.

4.1. Performance

The results showed that the Roof, Windscreen, and Grill-based eHMIs yielded the best performance,

defined in terms of the pressing time of the spacebar when it was safe to cross. However, this finding

did not hold in all scenarios; the eHMI right above the wheel was found to be the best-performing

eHMI when the car approached from a corner. In this specific scenario, the eHMIs on the front (Roof,

Windscreen, and Grill) were not visible, and therefore failed to communicate their messages to the

pedestrian. Together, our findings suggest that eHMIs should be omnidirectional if they are to be

applied in traffic scenarios where cars can approach from multiple directions. Vlakveld et al. [26]

showed animations of cars with an omnidirectional eHMI on the roof, whereas drive.ai [27] used

multiple displays on the car’s exterior. Another solution to ensure visibility from all sides is to use a

light emitting diode (LED) strip as in Cefkin et al. [39], or LED patterns on the lateral surfaces of the

car [40].

The Projection yielded poor spacebar-pressing performance when the car was approaching.

This finding can be explained by the poor visibility of the projection at a far distance due to the shallow

viewing angle. We do not mean to suggest that our results generalize to all possible projections. In a

virtual reality study, Löcken et al. [31] tested different animations of eHMIs, including a projection

which they dubbed F015 (after the name of the concept car presented by Mercedes–Benz USA [33]).

Their results showed that the F015 yielded high ratings (5.7 on a scale from 1 to 7) on the User

Experience Questionnaire. The concept of Löcken et al. [31] differed from ours, as their projection was

highly salient, consisting of a bright green zebra message for the pedestrian. Our findings point to

limitations in the use of projections that move with the car, as a projection may not be clear from a

distance. We expect that these limitations will be more severe in real traffic. Although technologically

feasible (e.g., [41]), it may require powerful lasers to ensure that a projection is visible on the road in

daylight. An eHMI on a windscreen may also be technologically challenging to achieve, and may have

variable contrast depending on whether or not the eHMI is mounted on a transparent windscreen or

whether the windscreen is blinded (in the case of level 5 autonomous vehicles).

For the events where the car was driving away, and the eHMI switched from ‘Waiting’ to a blank

display, all five eHMI locations were found to yield equivalent performance. These findings can be

explained because the removal of the message was a salient event, which participants could detect

independent of eHMI location or even message content.

Our findings indicate that it is possible to convince users to cross or not to cross before the car

slows down or drives away. In other words, all eHMI locations were shown to evoke a more accurate

response compared to the No eHMI condition.

4.2. Eye-Tracking

The eye-tracking results showed that the Windscreen eHMI yielded a concentrated gaze pattern,

which can be explained by the fact that this eHMI is embedded in the centre of the car. This finding is

in line with Dey et al. [36], who showed that pedestrians are inclined to look at the windscreen when

an oncoming car gets close to the pedestrian. The Wheels eHMI also yielded a concentrated gaze

pattern, but only for a brief period of about 1 s before the car came to a full stop. This finding may be

explained by the fact that the Wheels eHMI was poorly visible from a distance; when the car came

close to the participant, they were inclined to fixate on the eHMI to read its message.

We found that the Projection eHMI yielded a dispersed eye-movement pattern, a finding that

can be attributed to the fact that participants looked at the projection and the car itself. These results

are consistent with Powelleit et al. [42], who tested a projection in front of the car showing the

predicted vehicle trajectory. The results of Powelleit et al. [42] showed that drivers found such a display

distracting. Similarly, we see a risk that a projection on the road may result in distraction, where road
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users may fixate on the projection on the road at the expense of attention towards the car itself, and

therefore may miss relevant implicit cues.

Such results have been found in the use of visual augmented feedback in air traffic control:

Eisma et al. [43] found that augmented visual feedback helps to achieve a better task performance,

but also has distraction potential.

4.3. Self-Reports

An interesting result was that, in the aggregate, self-reported clarity was strongly associated

with objective performance, with a correlation of 0.99. This strong correlation may be due to a single

underlying factor, such as the legibility of the display. In other words, the Projection and Wheels

eHMIs were hard to read from a distance, as a result of which participants pressed the spacebar late

and gave a low clarity rating. The strong correlation between subjective and objective performance is

promising for those who examine eHMIs using self-reports (e.g., [8]).

4.4. Limitations and Recommendations

The present study was conducted in rather constrained conditions. We used a computer monitor

that offered a physical field of view of 31 deg and a virtual field of view of 80 deg. The 36 videos

followed each other in quick succession, and the cars in the videos did not behave according to a

realistic traffic flow model. Furthermore, participants were given a straightforward task to press the

spacebar when feeling that it was safe to cross.

It would be worthwhile to employ more ecologically-valid methods, such as a virtual reality

headset combined with a motion suit [44] or a field test using a Wizard of Oz approach [39]. It remains

to be investigated how participants would respond to eHMIs in real traffic, in which situations arise

more naturally and in which pedestrians may be in a hurry or lack the concentration to focus on

a particular eHMI. We especially recommend testing eHMIs in traffic environments that involve

competing visual demands. It is possible that pedestrians in complex traffic rely on peripheral vision

without sustained visual attention towards the eHMI [39,45]. Wide fields of view could be achieved

using a head-mounted display or surround projections. An advantage of our setup, in which head

movement was constrained, is that we were able to measure eye movements with high accuracy.

Our computer monitor had a standard resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. The text-based eHMIs

may have been hard to read when the virtual car drove at a large distance, especially for participants

that suffer from near-sightedness. As discussed above, the Projection eHMI was relatively difficult

to perceive just after it has appeared. However, despite the limited display resolution, participants

rated the Roof, Windscreen, and Grill eHMIs as clear, with scores of about 8 on a scale from 0 to

10, as shown in Figure 4. Furthermore, our experiment proved to be highly sensitive for detecting

differences between eHMIs conditions. To illustrate, 1.5 s after the eHMI turned on, over 70% of the

participants pressed the spacebar for the Roof, Windscreen, and Grill eHMIs, compared to only 4%

without eHMI. The limitation of display quality also applies to other simulation environments, such as

CAVE simulations and head-mounted displays (e.g., [1]). In real traffic, legibility will be affected by

other types of visual factors, such as direct sunlight, rain, or smog.

Our simulation did not feature sound. In reality, pedestrians may rely on auditory information

to establish the state and relative position of oncoming vehicles. Participants in the simulation were

not moving through the virtual environment, and the oncoming car decelerated abruptly while not

interacting with the participant. These factors should be improved in future research.

For the present experiment, we selected an eHMI consisting of a non-commanding text message

combined with an icon. We do not suggest that this type of eHMI is optimal in real-life applications.

Clamann et al. [14] mounted a 32-inch screen on the front of a vehicle, depicting messages that were

legible from about 75 m distance. Such large screens, or even multiple screens (see [27]), may not be

desirable from an aesthetics and aerodynamics point of view and will require careful system integration.
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Because display clarity is an essential factor for performance, we recommend that future research

examines highly salient eHMI, such as a blinking LED strip.

A final limitation is that the present experiment was conducted using young engineering students,

who can be expected to have a relatively high spatial ability [46] and perceptual speed [47]. It remains

to be investigated whether older people would be able to intuitively understand eHMIs, such as the

ones tested in the present study.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, eHMIs on the Grill, Windscreen, and Roof were subjectively regarded as the

clearest and evoked the highest rate of compliance for approaching cars. A projection-based eHMI has

limitations in the form of poor legibility and participants’ visual attention distribution. Based on our

results, we recommend that eHMIs should be visible from multiple directions.
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dl=0.
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